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Abstract

Breaking internal waves drive much of the mixing in the stably stratified ocean interior. Tidal flow over topography is one
source for generation of these internal waves. Numerical simulations reveal several mechanisms for breaking of internal tides,
including transient hydraulic jumps, nonlinear wave-wave interactions and wave reflection from sloping and shoaling topography. In all three scenarios, the steepness of the topography
has a strong influence on the wave-breaking behavior. Quantification of the net loss of energy from the internal waves to
small-scale motion and dissipation, and the dependence of that
dissipation on topographic parameters, stratification and flow
amplitude provides guidance for parameterizations of internaltide driven mixing suitable for climate models. Coupled climate
model simulations demonstrate the impact of the distribution of
internal-wave driven mixing on the large-scale circulation and
climate.
Introduction

Mixing in the stably stratified ocean interior is largely driven
by breaking internal waves. While the mixing is an important
component of the large-scale ocean circulation, the coarse resolution global ocean models used for climate prediction cannot
simulate either the mixing or the generation and propagation
of the internal waves that lead to the mixing. An energetically
consistent parameterization of ocean mixing for climate models
must therefore represent the transfer of energy to the internal
waves, the propagation of that energy, and the ultimate loss of
the wave energy to mixing when waves break. A major source
of internal wave energy comes from the barotropic tide, which
generates internal tides through flow over topography in a stratified fluid. Significant progress has been made in predicting the
conversion of energy from the barotropic tide to internal waves,
as a function of the tidal flow, topographic parameters and buoyancy stratification [7]. A commonly used parameterization [26]
builds on predictions of this energy conversion to represent the
tracer diffusivity κ due to breaking internal tides as follows:

Here we explore refinements to this approach, using numerical simulations motivated by recent observations to explore the
physical processes of internal wave breaking. In particular,
we examine the factors that influence the fraction of internal
tide energy which is dissipated locally q, and different vertical
profiles of dissipation F(z) which result from different wavebreaking processes. Some of the processes leading to far-field
breaking of the propagating internal waves are also explored,
allowing a spatially variable far-field dissipation model to be
developed.
Internal wave breaking is often characterized by a nonlinear
steepening of the wave, associated with Froude number Fr ≥ 1
where
U
.
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Fr =
Cp
U is the flow speed, and C p is the horizontal phase speed.
Internal waves have horizontal phase speeds that scale like
C p ≈ N/m, where m is the vertical wavenumber. Smaller wavelength waves therefore have slower phase speeds, and are more
likely to have large Fr. Scenarios which lead to internal wave
breaking are often those which increase Froude number, either
by increasing the flow speed or by reducing the wavelength of
the internal waves.
The interaction between internal waves and topography is sensitive to the steepness of the topography where the relevant nondimensional measure of topographic steepness is
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where s is the slope of the internal wave group velocity vector,
where f is the coriolis parameter, ω is the wave frequency, and
N is the buoyancy frequency. Steep “supercritical” topography
has γ > 1, shallow “subcritical” topography has γ < 1, and critical slope topography has γ = 1.
Methods
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where Γ is the mixing efficiency, N 2 = −g/ρ0 dρ/dz is the
squared buoyancy frequency, ε is the kinetic energy dissipation,
ρ is the density, E(x, y) is the energy conversion from barotropic
to baroclinic tide, q is the fraction of converted energy which is
used for local dissipation at the generation site and F(z) is the
vertical distribution of that dissipation. In standard implementations of this parameterization [24], q, the fraction of energy
dissipated locally, is assumed to be a constant (typically 30%)
and F(z) describes an exponential decay away from the bottom,
with a fixed decay scale. The remainder of the internal tide
energy is assumed to propagate away from the generation site
and ultimately lead to a constant background diffusivity. The
choice of fixed local fraction of dissipation, exponential decay
with fixed decay scale, and constant background diffusivity, all
ignore the details of the physics of the internal wave breaking
processes.

Numerical simulations are carried out using the MITgcm,
forced by either the barotropic tide (imposed as an oscillating
body force) or by a internal wave at the tidal frequency with
a mode-1 vertical structure propagating in from the boundary.
Many of the simulations described here are two-dimensional,
in the vertical and one horizontal direction, but some, involving more complex topography, are 3 dimensional. The fluid is
initially stably stratified, and rotating and nonhydrostatic dynamics are employed.
Local Dissipation

As the barotropic tide flows over submarine topography, exciting internal waves, some wave breaking takes place near the
generation site, leading to local dissipation. The processes leading to dissipation vary depending on the height and steepness of
the topography.
Tall Steep Topography

At tall steep topography, numerical simulations show overturning associated with transient internal hydraulic jumps downslope from the topographic peak [16], consistent with observations from tall steep ridges such as the Hawaiian ridge [13]
and the Luzon Straits [1]. These internal hydraulic jumps only
occur if the topography is both tall enough to block the flow
(Nh/U > 1) and steep enough that tidal vertical excursions are
large enough that this blocking effect is realized during the tidal
cycle (γ ≥ 2).
An estimate of the energy lost to dissipation and mixing in
these overturning features can be made by assuming that internal hydraulic jumps occur when Ubt > [C p ]n , where Ubt is
the barotropic flow speed and [C p ]n is the phase speed of mode
n, such that internal wave mode n is arrested by the barotropic
flow [12]. This assumption leads to a dissipation estimate which
scales like U 3 , as observed in the Hawaiian ridge region. The
dissipation is concentrated near the topography with a vertical
lengthscale which scales like U/N. This theoretical estimate
for the local dissipation agrees well with numerical simulations
of 2D steep ridge topography. The fraction of total internal tide
energy which is dissipated through these arrested waves is however small, typically around 20%, and the remainder of the internal wave energy propagates away from the generation site in
the form of low-mode internal tides.
When the barotropic tide flows over adjacent ridges, interference between the ridges can lead to enhancement or reduction
in the net dissipation, depending on the relative height and spacing of the ridges. For the Luzon Straits, constructive interference during periods when the tide is largely semi-diurnal in frequency leads to local dissipation of about 40% of the internal
tide [3].
Small-scale Rough Topography

At the smaller-scale rough topography typical of ocean spreading zones, such as the MidAtlantic Ridge, where bottom enhanced mixing has been observed [23], an internal tide field
with a broad spectrum of wave-lengths propagates upward from
the topography. Only the smallest wavelength topography is
able to generate internal tides with small enough vertical wavelengths to lead to wave breaking [25]. For longer wavelengths
nonlinear interactions between the internal tides can transfer energy to waves at lower frequencies with smaller vertical wavelengths where breaking is possible [21]. Nonlinear wave-wave
interaction theory suggests that this process of energy transfer to
smaller scales is enhanced at smaller wavelengths, and strongly
dependent on Coriolis. In particular, resonant triad interactions
are only possible if f < ω/2, and at the critical latitude where
f = ω/2, the growth rate of this parametric subharmonic instability becomes very large. The impact on the wave breaking and
subsequent energy dissipation is seen in the fraction of internal
tide energy which is dissipated locally in numerical simulations:
this ratio scales inversely with the topographic wavelength and
reaches a peak at the critical latitude [28]. This scaling is however sensitive to the topographic steepness: for subcritical topography, γ < 1, all internal wave energy propagates upward,
and wave-wave interactions and the sensitivity to coriolis dominate. For steep topography, γ > 1, much of the internal tide energy propagates downward into the topographic troughs, where
large dissipation results from energy focusing with less dependence on wave-wave interaction and therefore less sensitivity to
Coriolis, figure 1.
Away from the critical latitude, the vertical profile of dissipation is consistent with that suggested by wave-wave interaction
theory [22], with an algebraic decline above the topography.
However, at the critical latitude, there is a thick layer of near-

uniform dissipation, corresponding to the region populated by
near-inertial waves resulting from the instability, followed by a
precipitous decline to background levels of dissipation higher
in the water column [21].
Internal waves which continue to propagate up into the thermocline may transfer energy to smaller-scales as stratification increases, leading to an increase of dissipation with stratification
[22]. Finally any remaining upward-propagating small scale
internal tides can reflect from the base of the mixed layer or
the ocean surface, and return to scatter from the topography at
the ocean floor [2]. As a result of these different processes for
small-scale internal wave dissipation in the water column and at
the topography, little wave energy may propagate horizontally
out of the region of rough topography.
Farfield Dissipation

The low-mode internal tides which do not break near their generation site can propagate long distances around the globe [29].
While several processes can lead to dissipation of these waves
in the deep ocean basins (e.g. nonlinear wave-wave interaction [17], scattering from rough topography, interaction with
mesoscale eddies [6]) our focus here is on the interaction of lowmode internal waves with large-amplitude topographic slopes
such as the continental slope or large ridges. This interaction is
strongly dependent on the relative steepness of the topographic
slope [15], [14].
Steep Continental Slopes

When low-mode internal tides encounter steep topographic
slopes, γ >> 1, most of the internal wave energy is reflected
back to the deep ocean [10]. However, when the reflected signal contains higher mode components which have phase speeds
slower than the fluid velocity at the top of the slope (which results from the superposition of incoming, reflected and transmitted waves) those waves may be arrested and break, similarly
to waves generated at tall steep slopes. This breaking process
is however inefficient, and results in a maximum loss of about
10% of the incoming wave energy [11]. Dissipation is concentrated near the top of the steep slope.
Critical and Subcritical Continental Slopes

Numerous studies have shown that when internal waves hit a
slope which is at or near the critical slope, γ ≈ 1, the reflected
wave will have very high wavenumbers and energy density concentrated along the topographic slope, leading to a turbulent region along the slope [8] [9]. The net loss of energy from an
incoming wave is then proportional to the fraction of the total
depth occupied by the critical slope, WKB-scaled for variations
in stratification, and independent of the Froude number of the
incoming wave [14]. By contrast, for a subcritical slope, all the
wave energy is transmitted towards shallower water, with little
change in mode number. However, as the water depth shoals,
energy becomes concentrated in less and less water, increasing the Froude number through a reduction in vertical wavelength combined with increase in wave flow amplitude. For
large enough initial Froude number and significant changes in
depth, the final Froude number can be sufficient to cause breaking [14].
The topographic steepness also influences the vertical distribution of the dissipation due to the breaking wave. Whereas at critical slopes, the dissipation is concentrated adjacent to the slope,
at subcritical slopes, the overturning of the low-mode wave in
shallow water distributes dissipation throughout the water column [14].

Figure 1: The fraction of energy dissipated locally q for internal waves generated by M2 tidal flow over sinusoidal topography, as a
function of topographic wavelength λk (a-d), and coriolis f0 (e-h), for four different topographic steepness γ. Solid lines show the
fraction of energy dissipated below 50m above the bottom, while dotted lines show the fraction of energy dissipated from 50 − 2000m
above bottom. For critical γ = 1 and subcritical γ < 1 topography, the local fraction of dissipation at 50 − 2000m above the bottom
decreases with λk and peaks at the critical latitude f0 = 0.7 × 10−4 s−1 = ω/2. For supercritical topography γ > 1, the dependence of
local dissipation on both wavelength and coriolis is less marked. From [28]

Continental Slope Canyons

Real continental slopes are not infinite planar slopes, and the
wave breaking process can be strongly influenced by variations
in the slope in the along-slope direction. Canyon-like incisions are widespread along the continental slope [4]. Threedimensional simulations of low-mode internal wave scattering
from continental slope canyons show that wave breaking can
be greatly enhanced by the three-dimensional geometry of the
canyon [20]. In particular, whereas dissipation at steep continental slopes is small for uniform along-slope topography [11],
when a V-shaped flat-bottomed canyon with steep side-walls is
introduced into the continental slope, the incoming wave energy
can be focused toward the end of the canyon by multiple reflections from the sidewalls, increasing the Froude number and
causing wave breaking. Canyons can have greatly enhanced dissipation of incoming low-mode wave energy compared to planar slopes, figure2.
Impact of Distribution of Internal Tide Dissipation on Global
Circulation and Climate

As a first step to refining parameterizations of the global distribution of internal wave dissipation to include the processes described above, a series of climate model ”thought-experiments”
were undertaken using the GFDL ESM2G model [5], in which
the total energy input into the internal tide field was held constant, but the geographical distribution of the dissipation of that
energy was varied [19]. Specifically, the prescription for the
barotropic-to-baroclinic energy transfer [26] was employed; a
fixed fraction qL = 20% of that energy was dissipated locally,
and the remainder 1 − qL was distributed around the ocean in
one of the following regions: i) continental slopes: all regions
with slope of X; ii) deep basins: all remaining regions with
depth > 500m; iii) continental shelves: all remaining shallow
regions. The dissipation was distributed in the vertical according to three different scalings: 1) exponentially decaying away
from the bottom with a fixed decay scale, as in the local component of [26]; 2) ε ∼ E ∼ N, where E is the energy density of the
low-mode internal wave and N is the buoyancy frequency. This
profile is suggested by full-depth overturning of the low-mode
internal wave at high Froude number, e.g. for shoaling topography [14]; 3) ε ∼ E 2 ∼ N 2 . This profile is suggested by observations away from topography [27] and agrees with weakly
nonlinear wave-wave interaction theory. For comparison a further simulation with farfield dissipation distributed around the
globe with a uniform diffusivity was carried out, similar to that
used by [24].
Results show that the global ocean climate is particularly sensitive to the vertical distribution of dissipation. Dissipation
higher in the water column leads to a more diffuse thermocline
and enhancement of the subtropical overturning cells, higher
dissipation at depth leads to enhanced deep overturning. The
global circulation is less sensitive to the horizontal distribution
of mixing, except where it impacts dense water formation regions. When the dense water on shelves and continental slopes
which feeds the sinking branch of both north and south overturning cells is diluted before descent, the overturning is weakened. Changes to the overturning further impact the sea-surface
temperature and climate [19].
Conclusions

Internal tides can break and lead to overturning and mixing
when the waves have large Froude number. The internal tides
predicted by linear theory at the generation site rarely satisfy
this criterion for breaking, but a variety of processes can subsequently modify the Froude number. These processes include
arrest of the waves by the barotropic flow at tall, steep topog-

raphy; nonlinear wave-wave interactions which transfer energy
to lower frequency, smaller vertical wavelength waves, and interactions with stratification, all of which can occur close to the
generation site. Far from the generation site, both shoaling and
focusing in canyons can increase Froude number by enhancing energy density, while topographic scattering and reflection
from critical slope topography can transfer energy to very high
wavenumbers. A necessary step remaining to tie together the internal wave generation and dissipation sites is a model of wave
propagation, currently in progress [18].
In conclusion, many different processes cause internal tides to
break at topography, both near the generation site and far away
at distant continental slopes. For each of these processes, the
efficiency and vertical distribution of the dissipation vary. Accurate representation of mixing due to internal tides in climate
models must incorporate all these processes into a single energetically consistent framework. Climate model simulations
are sensitive to the geographical distribution of the internal
tide driven mixing, encouraging refinement of parameterizations which better represent the mixing due to breaking internal
tides.
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